
THE SHUFFLER SALUTES WAYNE ENGELL!   
The loyal readers of THE SHUFFLER will know that on the page 

2006 25th ISA, we ran a story headed THE REAL HERO OF THE 24TH 

ISA IN RIO!!  I took the liberty of telephoning Pat, Wayne’s 

wife, and requesting an update on Wayne’s health. This is her 

report:   

“Hi Stan! Sorry for taking so long to get back with you.  We 

have had an exciting time since Brazil. 

Being the traveler that Wayne is, we drove the motor home to CA 

last Nov to spend Christmas with the family there.  Everything 

was very nice & we parked the motor home in Hemet, which we just 

loved.  Wayne had a Dr's appt for the beginning of Jan. so he 

would fly home & I would stay with our son.  Just before the New 

Year Wayne started to lose some of his motor skills, but being 

stubborn he wouldn't change his flight to come back earlier.  By 

the time our other son picked him up in TO (Toronto) and drove 

to London, Wayne was completely paralyzed on the right side.  I 

had to fly home immediately as Wayne had to have a tumor removed 

from his brain.  A few days after he was released from the 

hospital I had to go in for surgery for a heart attack.  While I 

was recuperating from this Wayne had to take radiation for 

another tumor that was further down in the brain. 

We finally started to get things back under control when some of 

the medication that Wayne was on caused him to have heart 

problems.  He was hospitalized on two different occasions for 

this.  During this time, I improperly tried to move him & caused 

some damage to my arm & shoulder.  I am still taking therapy 

trying to get some movement back.   

Wayne very seldom leaves the house or his bed now but he still 

talks of traveling & shuffling.  When the nurse asks what he has 

planned for the future he tells her it is to get back to FLA to 

shuffle. 

I will let you do your thing with this message but other than 

health problems, we have nothing new to report. 

Hope you & Lois stay cool in this heat and have a good summer. 

Pat   

PAT, nothing I could say could add anything to your message.  

All Shufflers are so happy that Wayne was able to realize his 

wish, his dream to participate in the Rio 24th ISA ~~ not just 

participate, but to win 8 of his 10 Games!!!  Given the courage 

and the desire to “live life”, he just may realize that final 

wish of returning to Florida to be with friends and yes, to 

shuffle.   
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